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Metallic vs. semiconducting nanotubes

n1-n2=3q, 
one of the slices 
crosses K1, metallic 
nanotubes

(armchair tubes (n1=n2) 
are metallic)

n1-n2≠3q, 
No slice crosses 
K1, semiconducting
nanotubes

Eg~0.7eV/D (nm)



Metallic carbon nanotubes, with large (tunnel) contact resistances

Nygard, Appl Phys. A. 69, 297 (1999)



Metallic carbon nanotubes, with large (tunnel) contact resistances

4-fold degeneracy. (2 by spin, 2 by orbital bands)

Liang, PRL, 88, 126801, (2002)



Metallic carbon nanotubes, with small contact resistances

Ideal case: G=4e2/h Liang, Nature, 411, 665 (2001)



Febry-Perot electro-interferometer

Liang, Nature, 411, 665 (2001)



Febry-Perot electro-interferometer

Liang, Nature, 411, 665 (2001)



Room T, metallic tube
Park, Nano Lett, 4, 517 (2004)
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3 probe set-up

R1 Rtube-L R2

Vtt IVsd

V=Vsd-Vtt V/I=R1+Rtube-L, independent of R2



Room T, metallic tube

(a) Low bias, acoustic phonon scattering via absorption and emission
(b) high bias, longitudinal optical phonon (LO) emission when eV>hΩ

(LO phonon energy), resulting in strong back scattering.

saturation current I~20-25µA in long channels.



Room T, metallic tube
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Low bias High bias
l~15nml~1.6µm

Ballistic transport can be achieved for L<l, hard to achieve at large biases



Semiconducting tubes

Multiple dot behavior

Disorder scattering, effective spacing ~100nm
(metallic tubes more immune to disorder scattering due to unique band structure)



Semiconducting tubes – Contact doping

φm

p-type n-type
Most cases

Contact doping:
Au, Pd contacted nanotubes show p-type behavior
Al contacted nanotubes show n-type behavior

Chemical doping with K atoms to form n-tubes, not well understood



Semiconducting tubes – Schottky barriers

Martel, PRL, 87, 256805 (2001)

φm

Thermal emission
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S.M.Sze, p261
Tunneling emission

Device (all semiconducting CNT devices before 2003) performance dominated 
by Schottky barriers, rather than intrinsic tube properties. 



Optical emission from CNT FET

Ambipolar injection of carriers 
at large biases

Misewich, Science, 300, 783 (2003)



Optical emission from CNT FET

Misewich, Science, 300, 783 (2003)



Semiconducting tubes, Ohmic contacts Javey, Nature, 424, 6949 (2003). 



Javey, Nature, 424, 6949 (2003). 
Semiconducting tubes, Ohmic contacts



Semiconducting tubes, Ohmic contacts Javey, Nature, 424, 6949 (2003). 



Self-aligned FET with high-k dielectrics
Javey, Nano Lett, 4, 1319 (2004)

Al evaporatione-beam lithography ALD

8nm thick HfO2 dielectric via ALD
Al top gate
Pd S/D electrode, 7nm thick
L~50nm

Lift-offPd evaporation



Self-aligned FET with high-k dielectrics
Javey, Nano Lett, 4, 1319 (2004)

Best CNT device performance:
Ion~25µA
Peak Gm~30µS
Ion/Ioff~103

S~110mV
Data agrees with ballistic FET simulation



Semiconducting tubes, different diameters



Ambipolar behavior

Ioff upturn due to electron transport at very large gate voltage



Semiconducting tubes, different diameters

Difficult to make Ohmic contacts to tubes with diameter < 2nm



Summary of nanotube devices

Metallic tubes:

Easier to contact (no bandgap)
At small bias, long mean free path (>1µm) even at room T
At large bias, LO phonon scattering, l~15 nm
Can serve as interconnect, I>109A/cm2

Semiconducting tubes:

Pd, for p-type, Al for n-type
More prone to defect and phonon scattering
At room T, l~500nm at small bias, l~15nm at large bias
Excellent mobility (µ~103-104cm2/Vs), Gm, Ion

Challenges:

Separation of metallic/semiconductor tubes
Device yield
Fabrication of complementary devices
Large scale integration and assembly



Modeled on analysis by Mark Lundstrom (ECE, 
Purdue). Unless otherwise indicated, all images are his.Theory of ballistic FET

Potential profile inside channel
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Distribution function

Current constant throughout the channel -> calculate I at the top of the barrier



EF>> kBT
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T >> 0 case, nondegenerate carriers kBT>>EF

Effective thermal velocity



T >> 0 case, nondegenerate carriers
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T >> 0 case, nondegenerate carriers



T >> 0 case, linear regime
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T >> 0 case, linear regime



T >> 0 case, sturation regime



Ballistic FET compared to conventional MOSFET

n independent of VDS

MOSFET

Pinch-off near Drain

n->0
Electric field and v as Vg

Determined by barrier near Source
Velocity saturates to VT

IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices (50) 9, September 2003.







Summary of Ballistic FETs

• Quantum confinement effects strongly affect 
transmission in ballistic nanoscale MOSFETs.

• Ignoring source-drain tunneling, velocity saturation 
happens near source at high bias, Determined by vF or vT

• For good electrostatic design, result is current 
determined just by VG and source properties.

• Can derive analytic expressions under these conditions 
for nondegenerate, degenerate, or arbitrary T conditions.

• Conductance near zero source-drain bias is still finite, 
even when device is ballistic.

• A melding of classical MOSFET theory and a Landauer
way of thinking about such problems….


